
Tekskills Expands Its Global Footprint With
New Branches In The Netherlands, UAE, And
India; Welcomes Top-Tier CXOs

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, USA, June 26,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Tekskills, an

industry leader in IT services, is delighted to announce that it has opened offices in

Amsterdam(Netherlands), Abu Dhabi(UAE), and Mumbai(India). This strategic expansion is a

great achievement for Tekskills as a company to increase its presence in order to provide

This growth is not just a

vision for the future; it also

illustrates our commitment

as a partner and a premier

position in the world of IT

employment.”

Punnam Raju Manthena, CEO

of Tekskills

customers with near-shore services.

Additionally, Tekskills is pleased to announce that Mr.

Sitaram Dhara, Mr. Vinay Kummamuru, Mr. Rajan Matta,

and Mr. Sreedhar Gundala have joined our executive team.

With these additions and many more to come, Tekskills is

on its way to leading innovation, improving operational

effectiveness, and enhancing customer satisfaction.

Expanding Horizons:

Tekskills' recent new offices opening in

Amsterdam(Netherlands), Abu Dhabi(UAE), and Mumbai(India) demonstrate its determination to

serve its clients and its active growth plan. The locations were strategically chosen to involve

local talent and thereby give a better experience for clients in these locations.

Abu Dhabi(UAE): Abu Dhabi is known to have a robust business environment and is ideally

located. It is a good opportunity for Tekskills to enhance its services in the Middle East. The new

branch aims to contribute to businesses in the areas of modern IT solutions such as ERP, Cloud

solutions, and digitalization.

Amsterdam(Netherlands): The Netherlands branch marks a significant milestone for Tekskills in

the European market. Known for its robust tech ecosystem and innovation-driven economy, the

Netherlands presents a strategic location for Tekskills to offer its cutting-edge services to a

diverse and expansive clientele, including startups and established enterprises.

Mumbai(India): Mumbai, the commercial capital of India, provides Tekskills with the perfect

platform for expansion into the South Asian market. The Mumbai branch will aim to offer

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.tekskillsinc.com/


specific IT services to banking and

financial institutes, health care, and

telecommunication sectors.

In light of these exciting developments,

Tekskills' CEO, Mr. Punnam Raju

Manthena, shared his vision for the

future:

"With the company's expansion

through new branches, we are more

committed than ever to providing our

clients with maximum value and

making working with Tekskills

captivating for the employees. The new

members of our executive team bring

new insights and fresh perspectives to

help Tekskills advance further. To

foster the ethos of collaboration and

success in our company, we have to

develop new approaches to addressing our client's unique hardships."

Commitment to Excellence and Innovation

The external environment is always dynamic, and Tekskills has remained proud of its flexibility to

adapt to its clients' emerging needs. The new offices and the new leadership indicate that

Tekskills is always on the lookout for new ways to innovate and find new solutions.

The growth into the Amsterdam, Abu Dhabi, and Mumbai will have several strategic benefits,

such as:

* Enhanced Client Engagement: This allows Tekskills to provide personalized and prompt service

to clients in the Middle East and South Asia region.

* Access to Talent: These areas have very talented IT specialists, so Tekskills is expanding its

potential base of personnel and inspiring innovation.

* Market Growth: These are new areas for business development and market expansion, which

will allow Tekskills to take advantage of the new opportunities and attract more clients.

Creating a Better Place to Work

To Tekskills, growth includes not only reaching new people in other locations but also improving

workplaces. Therefore, the company desires to create an environment that fosters high

productivity, innovation, and employee training. The principles of cooperation, appreciation, and
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continuous improvement define Tekskills’ organizational culture.

Employee Development: Tekskills also focuses on employees’ professional development by

providing training, workshops, and coaching. The company has always advocated for ability

development and how employees can progress in their careers.

Work-Life Balance: Understanding that employees need to be fulfilled in both work and personal

life, Tekskills provides its employees with wellness programs and flexible working hours.

Diversity and Inclusion: Tekskills understands the importance of diversity in the workplace and

would like to help make work environments more inclusive. The company wants all of its

employees to feel valued and honored, and it respects their perspectives.

Looking Ahead

As Tekskills starts this new period of growth and innovation, the company stays focused on its

main goal: to offer its clients first-rate IT services that enable them to achieve their goals. The

recruitment of key leaders and the expansion to new branches in Abu Dhabi and Mumbai are

important milestones toward this objective.

All in all, Tekskills has a very bright future ahead of them. The business is prepared to seize new

opportunities, manage arising issues, and continue moving on the right path. Having established

a clearly defined vision, a capable leadership team, and a dedicated team of employees, Tekskills

is well equipped to achieve its large goals and make a lasting impact in the global IT landscape.
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